


Ed Jewett: Conservatives Hunted and
Killed Using NSA Social Media Software
with Full Complicity of #GoogleGestapo
UPDATE
Civil Society, Commerce, Corruption, IO Deeds of War, Media

UPDATE:
If Trump leaves Twitter, put a fork in it, the platform is done
Class action lawsuit has been filed against elements of
#GoogleGestapo, a RICO action is being considered by DoJ

A conversation has started among two new billionaires (no
established channels to the President) and the leadership of
BitChute and over 12 potential allies (including Mastodon, Gab,
Minds, & Plurk)  able to seamlessly integrate texts, trumpets, video,
posts, file sharing, and authenticated networks that do not censor or
manipulate.

President is tweeting about the matter (we pray he leaves Twitter for
Trumpet soon, but his team is simply not capable of building the
Trump Truth Channel as it should be built)

We are having trouble connecting with the President.  It is very likely
his communications are being controlled and he does not realize this
$500M new initiative is on the table. His web team is stuck in the old
models/offerings.

See Especially:
Robert Steele: Trump Truth Channel UPDATE Add Donald Trump
Junior Tweet on Need for an Alternative & Class Action Lawsuit
Against #GoogleGestapo

See Also:

https://phibetaiota.net/category/journal/communities/civil-journal/
https://phibetaiota.net/category/journal/communities/commece/
https://phibetaiota.net/category/journal/corruption-journal/
https://phibetaiota.net/category/journal/information-operations-io/io-deeds-of-war/
https://phibetaiota.net/category/journal/communities/media-journal/
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/08/31/trump-campaign-manager-if-trump-leaves-twitter-for-alt-platform-twitter-is-done/
https://phibetaiota.net/2018/08/robert-steele-trump-truth-channel/


Memoranda for the President on 9/11: Time for the Truth — False
Flag Deep State Truth! UPDATE Adds Videos of Authors

Memoranda for the President on Sandy Hook: Is FEMA A False Flag
Fake News Terrorist Node? Should #GoogleGestapo Be Closed
Down?

RELATED:
Social Media Visualization Chart (Tip of the Hat to Berto Jongman)

ORIGINAL POST
A mix of old and new revelations.  New on top.

“… A confidential, 49-page memo for defeating Trump by working
with the major social-media platforms to eliminate “right wing
propaganda and fake news” was presented in January 2017  by
Media Matters founder David Brock at a retreat in Florida with
about 100 donors, the Washington Free Beacon reported at the
time. On Monday, the Gateway Pundit blog noted the memo’s
relationship with recent moves by Silicon Valley tech giants to
“shadow ban” conservative political candidates and
pundits and remove content.
The Free Beacon obtained a copy of the memo, “Democracy
Matters: Strategic Plan for Action,” by attending the retreat…..

Download the report here: https://www.scribd.com/
document/337535680/Full-David-Brock-Confidential-Memo-On-
Fighting-Trump#from_embed

http://12160.info/forum/topics/memo-reveals-soros-funded-social-
media-censorship-plan-plotted

Source: Memo reveals Soros-funded social-media censorship plan
Plotted with Google, Facebook to eliminate ‘right wing propaganda’

Read more: WHAT REALLY HAPPENED | The History The US
Government HOPES You Never Learn! https://www.
whatreallyhappened.com/#ixzz5Oqw4uaGs

From Contributing Editor Rebecca Campbell:

https://phibetaiota.net/2018/07/memorandums-for-the-president-on-9-11-experts-say-what-the-9-11-commission-was-too-corrupt-to-address/
https://phibetaiota.net/2018/08/memoranda-for-the-president-on-sandy-hook-is-fema-a-false-flag-fake-news-terrorist-node-should-googlegestapo-be-closed-down/
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/social-media-universe/
https://www.scribd.com/document/337535680/Full-David-Brock-Confidential-Memo-On-Fighting-Trump#from_embed
https://freebeacon.com/politics/david-brock-memo-attack-trump/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/08/top-democrat-activist-organizations-admitted-to-working-with-facebook-and-twitter-to-eliminate-conservative-content/
https://www.scribd.com/document/337535680/Full-David-Brock-Confidential-Memo-On-Fighting-Trump#from_embed
https://www.scribd.com/document/337535680/Full-David-Brock-Confidential-Memo-On-Fighting-Trump#from_embed
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https://www.whatreallyhappened.com/#ixzz5Oqw4uaGs
https://www.whatreallyhappened.com/#ixzz5Oqw4uaGs


Complete intercept of private chat among Soros-funded left-
leaning social media terrorists, high points: they knew the polls
were false; they were using NSA social media analysis software
to identify and then digitally assassinate conservative and
populist thought leaders. 
This raw intel exchange posted on very heavily censored
JimStoneFreelance.com today, August 21, 2018, could prove almost
as revelatory as the Wikileaked Podesta emails! — REC
An intercepted transcript from Correct the Record reveals a LOT I
originally had this posted over a year ago, after that World Net Daily
report this is well worth a re-visit.
This conversation from Correct the Record, which was acquired
during a hack, reveals several key things:
1. Hillary has been replaced, and was replaced before the first
debate.
2. Seth rich was murdered and David Brock knows who did it.
3. Correct the record was given NSA malware for the express
purpose of ferreting out key people in alt media, locating their
physical location, and killing them. This software was recklessly
given to an army of correct the record trolls who busted into the
computers of over a thousand top Trump supporting reddit users,
and hundreds more chan users.
4. AS I ALWAYS SAID, Hillary lost every single online poll, and the
polls were faked to show her winning. It is clearly stated here that
despite doing well at the debate, Hillary’s replacement still lost 100
PERCENT of ALL online polls and everyone at Correct the Record
knew that.
5. Not everyone is aware of the entireity of the conspiracy, even
people working deep within it. The syntax here proves it.
6. As I have said all along, there really is NSA malware that can get
into your computer even if you never visit a malicious site, or click a
link in an E-mail, or do anything else that is known to be able to
infect a computer. My custom ROM chip is going to be replaced very
soon, because it is obviously hacked. I’ll make 20 of them this time,
and swap them out regularly, and throw the used ones in the trash. I



will also ditch the laptop battery, which has it’s own processor for
power management, and is definitely infected.
OK, so on to the transcript.
Begin Transcript ekim [5:52 AM]
ekim [5:52 AM] set the channel purpose: clean up this mes
brock [5:52 AM] joined post-debate from an invitation by @ekim
brock [5:53 AM] go round up the others. i need some coffee.
brock [5:54 AM] good morning to u to fink.
efink [5:55 AM] the only good thing about it was that whoever that
was, she looked pretty good. how tf did they do that?
brock [5:56 AM]I can’t talk. very hush hush. still, we’ve lost every
online poll and we need to get tough here. get this under control.
[5:59] i don’t see what’s so bad. She looked really healthy! I thought
she did GREAT!
efink [5:59 AM] she was scoring 3 on AMTS a couple of weeks ago
and 22 on mmse. Yeah, whoever that was was normal.
MY COMMENT: Clearly here, you can see they know it was not
Hillary at the debate.
[6:00] but the telemetry sucks. look at all the snap onlines: we’re
losing 100%
[6:00] romney v obama numbers
ekim [6:01 AM] but those don’t mean anything
efink [6:01 AM] it means they’re enthusiastic. organized. if they can
swarm a poll whats to stop them swarming a voting booth?
[6:01] it also creates a counter-nar. the free press will sniff it. we
have to stop the bleeding.
ekim [6:01 AM] k
efink [6:02 AM] don’t worry. we have something. GET SHAW OUT
OF BED.
[6:02] i’m going for coffee.
cshaw [6:05 AM] hello!
[6:06] hi Liz.
[6:06] I see we’re not happy :disappointed:
brock [6:06 AM] Not at all.
cshaw [6:06 AM] I read the round-up. It looked good?
brock [6:07 AM] the round up my burning ass. Im talking about the
real world. Trump made her look like a girl. Today we hit back. We hit



back hard.
[6:07] Fink?
efink [6:07 AM] one sec.
[6:10] okay. guys, this is 18-2381 stuff. Got it?
cshaw [6:10 AM] yes
ekim [6:10 AM] yes sir.
efink [6:11 AM] alright. we need to move beyond the disruption
scripts and down-voting. we need to start hurting people and that’s
what this is about. This is about winning because we’ll never get a
chance at this again. everything is justified. David?
brock [6:11 AM] dramatic.
[6:13] fuck-okay. so the Trump team is an emergent order. thirty
million little chan and reddit assholes that bump around and then
congeal to vote in a poll or push a meme or make a hashtag trend or
whatever. This is new. It isn’t like fighting a centrally organized
campaign.
[6:13] It’s more like fighting a disease.
[6:14] So what we need to do is break the pattern. The usual means
isn’t working. Trump’s too charismatic. Morale is too high. This is an
army of chaos folks.
[6:14] so we have full clearance. Word of God.
[6:15] Fink-let’s do this. I have a plane to catch.
efink [6:16 AM] uploaded and commented on an image: foxacid.jpg 1
Comment FOXACID
ekim [6:16 AM] Ew.
cshaw [6:16 AM] i like it! wtf is it??
efink [6:17 AM] This is manna from heaven, kids.
[6:18] We have the use of an NSA intrusion package. We are going
to find the thought leaders. the meme-generators. the shit-posters. I
need a target analysis for reddit, twitter, and the chans
by tomorrow 5 PM.
[6:18] You will monitor, identify, and using the FA [foxacid] software
set we have, identify/dox.
cshaw [6:18 AM] that will dox them??
efink [6:20 AM] It will man-on-the-side for the anon boards and
intercept traffic. We can use that for IP addresses and loading



tracking software and magic lantern onto their devices. Once we
have them compromised
[6:20] David? How many do we need?
brock [6:21 AM] I want 150 from 4chan, whatever you can get from
8. I want 1000 top reddit drivers exposed and I want content analysis
for their posts. I want the people who are really driving their
narrative.
[6:22] I need all that in a packet by tomorrow afternoon with lexical
analysis, proof of compromise. I want clips of memes. I want to up-
vote patterns. All this has to be inside the US too. We can’t use
externals.
cshaw [6:23 AM] It won’t work outside the US?
efink [6:23 AM] It works fine outside the us you idiot. That’s NSA
stuff.
brock [6:24 AM] WE don’t work outside the US. Do you think this is
fucking bean-bag?
[6:24] We are going to disrupt them before this shit goes any further.
[6:24] if they don’t have leaders, we’re going to get their thought
leaders.
cshaw [6:24 AM] like pajama boy!
brock [6:25 AM] I AM NOT N THE MOOD cshaw
cshaw [6:25 AM] sorry
efink [6:26 AM] just get us the target profiles. Hit the numbers. Give
us a matrix for each of them. Okay? PII, influence grid, recent
activity, Q-rate. Like that.
[6:26] You know what to do.
cshaw [6:26 AM] Yes sir.
ekim [6:26 AM] What are we going to do with that?
brock [6:27 AM] do u really want to fucking know, kim?
ekim [6:27 AM] i’m good.
brock [6:28 AM] u better be. I am going to get a plane. You will be up
ALL NIGHT. Keep the lab LOCKED. Fink bring in pizza or whatever
to keep the kids going.
[6:30] Get those files together.
ekim [6:30 AM] I’m on it. Do you know what brock is going to do with
them? I do kind of want to know, sir.
efink [6:31 AM] google Seth Rich and shut up about it.



cshaw [6:31 AM] OOg.
[6:32] well, they are deplorable. idk. I think we should have done this
a long time ago.
Phi Beta Iota: Whether NSA-unique software was used or not, there
was clearly a conspiracy to pick out conservative groups and thought
leaders and then block them (“digital assassination”).Actual
assassination as with Seth Rich is clearly discussed at  the very
end.  The IRS under Barack Obama did similar studies against
conservative groups seeking 501c3 status.

See Especially:
#GoogleGestapo The Article

#GoogleGestapo The References
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